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Abstract Many decisions are made under suboptimal cir-
cumstances, such as time constraints. We examined how dif-
ferent experiences of time constraints affected decision strat-
egies on a probabilistic inference task and whether individual
differences in working memory accounted for complex strat-
egy use across different levels of time. To examine informa-
tion search and attentional processing, we used an interactive
eye-tracking paradigm where task information was occluded
and only revealed by an eye fixation to a given cell. Our
results indicate that although participants change search strat-
egies during the most restricted times, the occurrence of the
shift in strategies depends both on how the constraints are
applied as well as individual differences in working memory.
This suggests that, in situations that require making decisions
under time constraints, one can influence performance by be-
ing sensitive toworkingmemory and, potentially, by acclimat-
ing people to the task time gradually.
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Time constraints can impact both simple (e.g., forgoing break-
fast after waking up late) and complex (e.g., finding a new
place to live in a week instead of 2 months) decisions.
Imposing a time constraint can affect which strategy is

implemented such that a person might engage in a simpler
strategy and accept an apartment that seems Bgood enough^
when less time is available, rather than engaging in a more
complex strategy to find the Bbest^ alternative. In general,
reducing the time allotted to make decisions has been found
to impact both choice processes and outcomes (Svenson &
Maule, 1993). Under time constraints, people typically ac-
quire less information or attempt to acquire a comparable
amount of information but at a quicker rate (Ben-Zur &
Breznitz, 1981; Johnson, Zhou, Koop, & Franco-Watkins,
manuscript submitted for publication; Kerstholt, 1995;
Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988). Additionally, people often
employ selective information searches by focusing on the
more important information (Böckenholt & Kroeger, 1993;
Johnson, Zhou, Koop, & Franco-Watkins, manuscript
submitted for publication; Kerstholt, 1995; Payne et al.,
1988; Wright, 1974) and are more likely to acquire informa-
tion within attributes to gain at least some information about
each option (Maule, 1994; Maule, Hockey, & Bdzola, 2000;
Payne et al., 1988). Time constraints are integral to understand-
ing decision-making strategies and how different strategies
guide information search and, ultimately, one’s choices. The
purpose of the current paper was to account for how people
attend to and process information during decision making un-
der time pressure.

To date, most time constraint research has involved a rela-
tively coarse time induction where time is empirically applied
at two different levels (i.e., high/low or present/absent)
(Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008; Weenig & Maarleveld, 2002),
although a few studies have introduced three levels of time
(Glöckner & Betsch, 2008), allowing only marginally better
localization of performance changes (for a notable exception,
see Johnson, Zhou, Koop, & Franco-Watkins, manuscript
submitted for publication). However, time constraints in many
real-world settings tends to lessen or intensify in an
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incremental manner rather than an all or none manner. For
example, time intensifies incrementally as a deadline ap-
proaches or can lessen if the deadline is moved to a later date.
Accordingly, it is important to understand whether the appli-
cation of the stressor (lessening or intensifying the time to
choose) affects how people attend to and process information
and the impact these stressors have on decision strategies.

We sought to build and extend upon decision-making re-
search by using a graded time manipulation (i.e., 3 s, 6 s, 9 s,
12 s. 15 s, and 18 s)1 within-participants and examined whether
the application of the stressor either by increasing or decreasing
time to choose (between-participants) affected strategy use and
subsequent choice. Specifically, we focused on two particular
strategies well represented in decision research. First, we con-
sidered a simple lexicographic (LEX) strategy that involves
searching across attributes (cues) in order of their importance
(validity) and selecting an option based on the first attribute to
discriminate between choice options (i.e., alternatives).
Second, we examined a more complex strategy, such as a
weighted additive (WADD) that requires some calculation,
namely, for each alternative, a weighted sum of attribute values
is computed and then the decisionmaker selects the option with
the highest sum. Past research has demonstrated that people are
able to integrate cue information and use WADD strategies
during the presence of lenient or moderate time constraints
(Glöckner & Betsch, 2008). To our knowledge, previous re-
search has not examined whether the application of a stressor
(i.e., increasing or decreasing time) differentially affects the
decision-making process. Furthermore, previous research did
not examine the use of multiple levels of time to determine the
juncture where decision-making strategies may shift.

Although the presence time constraints can globally affect
how one attends to and processes information, we propose
that working memory might mediate information processing,
especially in the presence of a stressor. Working memory al-
lows one to process current information (overt attention) while
maintaining relevant information in mind (covert attention)
and ignoring or discarding irrelevant (e.g., stressor-induced)
or distracting information. Furthermore, working memory
operates as a limited-capacity mechanism of attentional con-
trol and manages higher-level cognitive functions, such as
decision making (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2002).
Individual differences in working memory often are viewed as
the ability to control attention, including maintaining goal-
relevant information and inhibiting attention on irrelevant in-
formation (Engle, 2002). Generally, there is a performance
advantage for those with higher working memory (WM) com-
pared with those with lower WM across a variety of cognitive

tasks, including perceptual (Kane, Bleckley, Conway, &
Engle, 2001; Awh, Vogel, & Oh, 2006), goal-driven encoding
and processing (Sanchez & Wiley, 2006), memory retrieval
(Kane & Engle, 2000; Unsworth, Brewer, & Spillers, 2013),
and hypothesis generation (Dougherty & Hunter, 2003;
Dougherty & Sprenger, 2006, Sprenger et al., 2011) tasks.

Individuals higher inWM can usually engage in more com-
plex and/or rule-based processing compared with those with
lower WM (Beach & Mitchell, 1978; Beilock & DeCaro,
2007). WM also facilitates category learning (Lewandowsky,
2011) as well as information acquisition and strategy in simple
decision tasks (Rakow, Newell, & Zougkou, 2010). Individual
differences in working memory have emerged during the pres-
ence of a stressor, such as high performance pressure (i.e.,
being videotaped and performance accountability) or a dual-
task procedure (i.e., completing a secondary task alongside of
the primary task). The addition of a stressor can minimize and/
or equate the differences between higher and lower WM indi-
viduals that are typically found when no stressor is present
(Beilock & Carr, 2005; Kane & Engle, 2000). Beilock and
colleagues (Beilock & Carr, 2005; Beilock & DeCaro, 2007)
found that higher WM individuals applied simpler strategies
during a high performance pressure situation, where math/
problem-solving performance decreased to a level comparable
to lower WM individuals. The performance decrement for
higher WM individuals in the presence of a stressor is pre-
sumed to be based on attentional resources: when no stressor
is present these individuals have an advantage in terms of
attentional processing, however, in the presence of a stressor,
higher WM individuals allocate attentional resources to the
actual stressor, whereas lower WM individuals tend to allocate
their limited attentional resources to the task (Beilock & Carr,
2005). Accordingly, we examined whether or not individual
differences in working memory accounted for attentional pro-
cessing and strategy use variations across the different levels of
time constraints. Furthermore, we examined if the application
of the stressor (increasing or lessening time) impacted process-
ing and strategy usage, and whether interactions with working
memory were present.

Eye tracking

Decision research has utilized eye-tracking methods to bet-
ter understand the mechanism underlying the decision pro-
cesses in probabilistic inference tasks (Franco-Watkins &
Johnson, 2011a; Glöckner & Betsch, 2008; Lohse &
Johnson, 1996), risky choice (Fiedler & Glöckner, 2012;
Franco-Watkins & Johnson, 2011b), intertemporal choice
(Franco-Watkins, Mattson & Jackson, 2016), as well as
consumer behavior (Russo & Leclerc, 1994; Russo &
Rosen, 1975). Because we are interested in deliberate at-
tentional processing and decision making, we used an

1 Our previous research titrating time pressure at multiple levels suggests
that these levels would be most diagnostic. Specifically, Johnson et al.
(2015) used 6-second intervals from 36 to six seconds, and found most of
the effects occurred below 18 seconds.
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interactive eye-tracking methodology, the decision moving
window (Franco-Watkins & Johnson, 2011a; 2011b). In
this methodology, information is occluded from view until
a person fixates on a specific piece of information (i.e.,
cell). This requires participants to retain information from
previous cells, while acquiring additional information,
thereby requiring working memory resources during deci-
sion making. As such, this method allowed us to determine
whether overt attentional processing measures captured
with eye tracking (e.g., fixations, duration, cells opened,
etc.) can explain processing and strategy use during time
pressure and whether individual differences in working
memory factored into strategy use and choices.

Generally, conventional wisdom suggests that imposing
severe time restrictions reduces one’s ability to examine or
use information in a complex decision, thereby affecting
one’s ability to engage in complex strategies (Payne et al.,
1988; Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 1999). Thus, we anticipated a
switch from complex to simpler strategies during the
stricter time constraints given that our method (interactive
eye tracking) required deliberate attentional processing.
The use of a LEX strategy uses fewer attentional resources
because an individual can acquire fewer pieces of informa-
tion, have fewer fixations, and rely more on an attribute-
wise search. Conversely, the use of a WADD strategy ne-
cessitates using all information, thereby acquiring more
cells, having more fixations, and relying more on an
alternative-wise search to support calculations of all attri-
butes for a given alternative. Furthermore, if working
memory factors into the ability to use and maintain com-
plex strategies, then higher WM individuals should be
more prone to use a WADD strategy by virtue of a greater
ability to control attentional resources (Beach & Mitchell,
1978), especially when time restrictions are lenient or time
is not restricted. Because working memory influences how
individuals are able to control attention and acquire visual
information, higher WM individuals are able to acquire
visual information more quickly when distractions are
present (Kane et al., 2001). Recent work by Ashby and
Rakow (2014) demonstrated that individuals with greater
cognitive capacity sought and utilized more information in
a decision sampling paradigm. As such, the increased abil-
ity to acquire visual information may benefit those with
higher WM and allow them to obtain more information
within the time constraints, facilitating use of a WADD
strategy. Perhaps due to poorer attentional control, lower
WM individuals may be unable to acquire the same amount
of information and thereby may be more apt to use a sim-
pler LEX strategy.

However, the application of the stressor in a gradual
manner might differentially affect strategy use. When the
stressor gradually increases, higher WM might have the
ability to adapt to these increasing demands and continue

using their initial strategies even when time becomes more
restrictive. Alternatively, they might be affected by the
stressor to the same degree as lower WM individuals, per-
haps due to the task demands co-opting the resource ad-
vantage of higher WM individuals (similar to the perfor-
mance pressure research). In contrast, gradually lessening
the stressor may result in simpler strategies for all individ-
uals initially because of the strict time constraints experi-
ence initially, where not even the higher WM individuals
are able to apply complex strategies. Nevertheless, individ-
ual differences in working memory can affect time estima-
tion such that higher WM individuals are better at estimat-
ing time than lower WM (Fink & Neubauer, 2005). In the
current study, if higher WM individuals are better able to
estimate their time available, they may quickly adapt to the
time constraints and perhaps shift to using a WADD strat-
egy sooner. Thus, when more time is available, higher WM
individuals might be better able to apply available atten-
tional resources and use a complex strategy sooner than
lower WM individuals, who may continue to use their ini-
tial, simpler strategy.

Method

Participants

A total of 129 undergraduate students with normal or
corrected vision completed the experiment in exchange for
extra credit towards a psychology course. Participants were
incentivized as they were told $50 would be given to the
highest two performers; however, students were not instructed
as to which strategy would yield the highest performance.

Design

The experiment used a mixed factorial design with 6 levels of
decision time (3 s, 6 s, 9 s, 12 s, 15 s, and 18 s) as a within-
participants variable. Participants completed the task under
incrementally decreasing time (18 s, 15 s, 12 s, 9 s, 6 s, 3 s)
or increasing time (3 s, 6 s, 9 s, 12 s, 15 s, 18 s) blocks as a
between-participants factor. Additionally, all participants
completed a baseline block with no time pressure (no TP)
directly before or after completing the most lenient time phase
(18 s), depending on their assigned order.

We used the operation span task as a measure of work-
ing memory. Research examining working memory and
stress (e.g., performance pressure) typically classifies
higher and lower groups based on a median split of work-
ing memory scores (Beilcok & Carr, 2005). The current
paper classified higher WM (M = 58.45, SD = 7.78) or
lower WM participants (M = 32.02, SD = 10.98) using
the median working memory score of 44 (range 0-75).
Using tertiles to split working memory groups resulted in
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similar results, and we used the median2 split to include all
participants. The increasing time condition encompassed
31 higher WM and 33 lower WM participants and the de-
creasing time condition consisted of 33 higher WM and 32
lower WM. Working memory scores were similar between
increasing and decreasing time conditions, t(127) = −0.76,
p > 0.05.

Apparatus

We used the Tobii 1750 eye tracker (17^ monitor, screen:
1024 × 768 pixels) with E-prime (Psychology Software
Tools). Participants were calibrated to device using Tobii
Clearview software (Tobii Technology, Danderyd, Sweden).

Materials

Decision task The decision task consisted of a probabilistic
inference task used in prior work (Franco-Watkins & Johnson,
2011a); there were a series of 3 × 4 matrix tables where par-
ticipants made a probabilistic inferential decision about which
of three movies (A, B, or C) grossed the highest box office
revenue. Four attributes: star power, big production budget,
PG-13 rating, and original screenplay, with each attribute cor-
responding to specific predictive validities: 0.80, 0.70, 0.60,
and 0.50, respectively were indicated in the task.3 Within each
matrix table, row headings represented movie alternatives
(e.g., Movie A) and column headings represented attributes
(e.g., Budget). Individual cells corresponded to specific attri-
bute binary values denoting the presence (+) or absence (–) of
an attribute for a given alternative.

Attributes appeared in a fixed left-to-right order by decreas-
ing predictive validity. Each table cell represented a unique
area of interest (AOI). All information cells, as well as alter-
native and attribute labels, were identical in size (18 % width
and 16% height of the screen as presented in E-prime or 184 ×
123 pixels). Each cell represented a unique area of interest
(AOI). The binary cues used as stimuli were images construct-
ed to fit the AOI window size (see Franco-Watkins &
Johnson, 2011a for further details). All stimuli were promi-
nently displayed to encompass most of the AOI.

Participants used interactive eye-tracking, the decision
moving window, to search for cues within cells (Franco-

Watkins & Johnson, 2011a; 2011b). Labels for each option
and attribute remained visible on the screen; however, cell
information was hidden until the subject’s eye fixated on a
target cell (henceforth known as a fixation).

Figure 1a presents a schematic of a decision task trial. The
allotted time to complete the task was blocked, with each
block including fivematrices (four experimental trials present-
ed in Fig. 1b and one filler trial not included). Matrices were
presented in different configurations per block4 and presented
in random order per each amount of time resulting in a total of
35 trials (including the baseline block). The stimuli for the
experiments were created by first designing tables diagnostic
between WADD and LEX decision strategies (Fig. 1b) such
that each movie choice represented only one of the three pos-
sible strategies: WADD, LEX, or neither strategy. Using a
WADD strategy in this task involves taking a cumulative pre-
dictive validity for each movie and selecting the movie with
the highest sum, whereas a LEX strategy is characterized by
choosing a movie based on the first attribute to discriminate
from the other movies.

Working memory We used the automated operation span
task (O-span; Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, & Engle, 2005) to
measure the working memory of each participant. The O-span
consists of 75 sets of simple mathematical verifications (e.g.,
8/4 + 3 = 7?) coupled with a letter. Participants indicated
whether or not the mathematical operation is true or false, then
a letter is presented for later recall. They complete a succes-
sion of operation plus letter pairings (varying from 3 to 7
pairings in a series) before being prompted to recall the letters
in the correct serial position. O-span scores represent the total
number of correctly recalled letters in the correct serial posi-
tion with larger scores indicative of higher working memory
ability. As per guidelines for working memory tasks, partici-
pants who did not achieve 85 % accuracy on the math prob-
lems were removed from analyses (Unsworth et al., 2005).

Procedure

Once participants completed the O-span task, they were
placed in front of the eye-tracker apparatus and then calibrated
to the eye-tracker device. Participants were seated approxi-
mately 26 inches (66 cm) from the device. Next, participants
were presented with detailed PowerPoint slide instructions
explaining the decision task, the alternatives and attributes,
and predictive validity. The example indicated that Bif an at-
tribute has a predictive validity of 0.80, that means that in a set
of three movies, if two movies do not have the attribute, and

2 Working memory measures represent a range of scores; however, it is
not usually denoted as an interval or ratio score given that differences
between two scores are not as meaningful and usually treated as a cate-
gorical variable to indicate general working memory capacity. Given the
complexity of our design with between and within-subjects variables and
the dependent variable consisting of only four responses per cell, we did
not have enough power to use working memory as a continuous measure
in our statistical analyses.
3 These attributes reflect real-world ordinal relationship of predictive
earnings; however, the validities used in the task were changed to con-
struct theoretically diagnostic stimuli.

4 These basic tables were transformed using complete row permutation
resulting in six blocks consisting of a unique permutation of the five basic
tables. The order and location of the row and column headings remained
the same for all matrices.
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the other movie does, then there is an 80 % chance that the
movie that does have the attribute is actually the one that
earned more money.^ In addition to the PowerPoint instruc-
tions, predictive validities were also prominently displayed
next to the computer for participants to use during the task.

Lastly, participants practiced using the decision moving
window and were instructed on navigating their eyes on the
screen to reveal the cell information. Participants completed

two practice trials with no time restrictions. After navigating
the table, the participants pressed the spacebar to advance to
the choice screen where movie labels (Movie A,Movie B, and
Movie C) appeared and participants pressed the 1, 2, or 3 key
on the number pad (labeled A, B, and C, respectively) to
indicate their choice. The experimenter made certain the par-
ticipants understood the task before starting and remained in
the room during the task.

Stars Budget Rating Original 

Movie A + – – – 

Movie B + – – + 

Movie C – + + + 

Table 1 

a

b
Stars 
(.8) 

Budget 
(.7) 

Rating 
(.6) 

Original 
(.5) wSum 

Movie A + - - - .8 

Movie B - - + + 1.1 

Movie C - + - 
+ 1.2 

Table 2 Stars Budget Rating Original  

Movie A + - + + 1.9 

Movie B + + - - 1.5 

Movie C - + + + 1.8 

Table 3 Stars Budget Rating Original  

Movie A + -  - + 1.3 

Movie B  - + + + 1.8 

Movie C + -  -  -  .8 

Table 4 Stars Budget Rating Original  

Movie A - -  + + 1.1 

Movie B  - + -  - .7 

Movie C +  -  - - .8 

LEX 

WADD 

WADD 

LEX 

LEX 

WADD 

WADD 

LEX 

Fig. 1 a. Schematic of decision task trial where options (i.e., movies) are
presented in rows and attributes (e.g. Budget) are presented in columns.
All cell information remains hidden (denoted in gray) until the person
fixates on specific cell to reveal the cell information (denoted in black).
During the task, gray information was completely occluded and only one
cell was revealed at a time (i.e., budget for Movie C in this example). b.
Matrix tables and corresponding stimuli used in experimental trials with

strategy indicated per choice. We use Table 1 to illustrate between LEX
and WADD strategy: Choosing Movie A represents a LEX strategy
because the first attribute BStars^ with the highest attribute predictive
validity distinguishes between options. Choosing Movie C represents a
WADD strategy because the sum of the weighted attributes (illustrated as
wSUM column) is highest for Movie C
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Participants were pseudo-randomly assigned to a decreas-
ing time (18 s to 3 s) or increasing time (3 s to 18 s) condition
to ensure a roughly equal distribution of working memory
abilities per condition. All participants also completed the
baseline block with no time restrictions. For the increasing
time condition, participants completed the baseline block after
the last time block (after 18 s), whereas in the decreasing time
condition, the baseline block was completed first (before 18 s).

Results

We analyzed ultimate choices (diagnostic of strategy use) and
several indices of attentional information processing during
the deliberation process to examine whether working memory
and/or application of time (increasing or decreasing condition)
accounted for differences in decision strategies across time.
We used 2 (WM: HWM or LWM) × 2 (Condition: increasing
or decreasing time) × 6 (Decision Time: 18 s, 15 s, 12 s, 9 s,
6 s, and 3 s) mixed factorial ANOVAs for each dependent
variable. We first present the behavioral data (choices) follow-
ed by information search patterns to capture decision making
strategies, and then present the eye-tracking data. As a pre-
view, differences emerged for choices, strategies and informa-
tion search processing. Smaller differences were noted using
eye-tracking variables indicating that using attentional pro-
cessing variables to examine complex decision making might
be more informative than basic differences in attention to the
task.

Choice behavior and strategy To quantify choice options in
line with a WADD strategy, we calculated a difference score
by subtracting the number of WADD-inconsistent choices
fromWADD-consistent choices, and then divided by the num-
ber of trials for each level of time. Scores could range from 1
(all WADD choices) to −1 (no WADD choices). Figure 2 pre-
sents the mean WADD score for each condition and decision
time by working memory group.

The mixed factorial ANOVA revealed a significant inter-
action between WM and Condition, F(1, 125) = 5.62, p <
0.05, η2p = 0.04. Inspection of Fig. 2 indicates that WM
groups differed for the increasing time condition and were
similar for decreasing time condition. As expected, the main
effect of Decision Time was statistically significant, F (5, 125)
= 32.41, p < 0.01, η2p = 0.21, indicating that reducing the
amount of time to complete the task affected choices, with
less WADD use under the most restricted time constraints.
The main effect of WM and condition were not statistically
significant.

Additionally, we examined whether there were choice
differences for the baseline block. We conducted a separate
WM by order analysis for the baseline block and found no
differences between working memory groups or condition,
ps > 0.05.

Strategy use consistencyBecause we are interested in wheth-
er or not people can learn and apply a consistent strategy even
in the presence of time constraints, we classified participants
based on their choices into several categories according to
their ability (or not) to use a consistent strategy in most of
the decision trials, namely, if they used the same strategy
WADD or LEX for the majority of trials (≥19/28). Table 1
presents this allocation of strategy use: WADD and LEX con-
sistent strategies by WM group and condition. A factorial
logistic regression revealed a significant interaction between
WM and condition, χ2 (1) = 3.68, p = 0.05. Main effects of
condition and WM were not significant. Interestingly, very
few participants used LEX on a consistent basis, and many
were able to use a WADD strategy. As noted in the prior
interaction, the apparent advantage for the HWM group is
noted by the propensity for more HWM than LWM individ-
uals to apply a consistent WADD strategy in the increasing
time condition. However, our results also support that LWM
can and do engage in complex strategy use.

Information search Typically, a search pattern index is used
to examine how information search occurs (Payne et al.,
1988). This index specifies whether transitions across table
cells occur primarily within an alternative using multiple
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Decision Time and Condition 
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Fig. 2 Mean (standard error) WADD score ((WADD consistent - WADD
inconsistent) / all choices) by decision time and condition per working
memory group

Table 1 Percentage of participants with consistent LEX or WADD
strategy use by WM and condition

Condition and WM group

Increasing time Decreasing time

HWM LWM HWM LWM

LEX 3 % 12 % 3 % 3 %

WADD 55 % 24 % 33 % 41 %

Mixed 42 % 64 % 64 % 56 %
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attributes (i.e., WADD strategy) or across alternatives, com-
paring one attribute at a time for each option (i.e., LEX strat-
egy). The former would be denoted as search across rows
represented by values from 0 to +1 and the latter along col-
umns represented by values from −1 to 0 with larger absolute
values indicative of greater consistency with the associated
search mode. Inspection of Fig. 3 indicates information search
occurred mainly along rows (reflected in mean values >0),
which might be in part due to people typically reading from
left to right; however, we did find that task variables also
influenced information search. A significant WM by
Condition interaction occurred, F(1, 125) = 3.96, p < 0.05,
η2p = 0.03, where HWM individuals tended to more consis-
tently search across rows than LWM individuals, especially in
the increasing time condition whereas no difference emerged
in the decreasing time condition. This is consistent with the
choices observed. Hence, the information search pattern index
is reflected in the choices that an individual makes with more
WADD choices chosen when searches occur across attributes
within an alternative. A similar interaction by WM and con-
dition was observed for the baseline block, F(1, 125) = 5.31,
p < 0.05, η2p = 0.04.

Furthermore, a significant interaction emerged between de-
cision time and condition, F(5, 121) = 7.88, p < 0.01, η2p =
0.06 for search patterns. As expected, we observed greater
consistency when participants were incrementally allotted
more time, especially in the increasing time condition.
However, in the decreasing time condition, participants search
consistency increased systematically despite being exposed to
increasingly greater time constraints. One would anticipate
that using aWADD strategy should be correlated with positive
row-wise information search (Table 2); indeed these variables
are correlated. However, the application of the stressor affects
the degree of the relationship strength which provides further
evidence for the decision time by order interaction observed.
Furthermore, the main effects ofWM group, F(1, 125) = 5.29,

p < 0.05, η2p = 0.04, and decision time, F(5, 121) = 5.07,
p < 0.01, η2p = 0.04, also were statistically significant.

In sum, the information search results indicated greater
consistency and searching across attributes within an alterna-
tive, which is consistent with a WADD strategy. Both WM
groups were able to maintain more consistent search when
they started with more time to choose (decreasing time condi-
tion); however, differences inWMemergedwith an advantage
for HWM individuals when they started with a restrictive time
constraint and were allowed more time as they progressed
through the experiment. The LWM individuals did not appear
to adapt to the same degree as the HWM individuals for the
increasing time condition. As such, choice and search indices
reveal differences in WM group as a function of how the time
pressure is applied.

Fixations and duration A fixation was computed from the
onset of eye movement to an area of interest (AOI) until the
eye movement was displaced from the given AOI, using the
raw eye-tracking data. The fixation duration reflected the time
(ms) spent on eachAOI. Figure 4a presents average number of
fixations, and Fig. 4b presents average fixation duration.
Analysis of fixations revealed that the main effect of WM
group, F(1, 125) = 3.85, p = 0.05, η2p = 0.03, with HWM
individuals demonstrating the tendency to havemore fixations
than the LWM individuals. Figure 4a shows participants had
fewer fixations for extreme time constraints (as expected)
compared with liberal time constraints, which resulted in a
significant main effect of Decision Time, F(5, 121) =
917.78, p < 0.01, η2p = 0.88. The main effect of condition
and the interactions were not statistically significant. Thus,
the time pressure had the intended effect to reduce the ability
to attend to information within the table, irrespective of order.
The trend appeared to provide a slight advantage for HWM
individuals in terms of fixations, albeit not statistically signif-
icant. A separate analysis for the baseline block found no
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Fig. 3 Mean (standard error) search pattern index by decision time and
condition per working memory group

Table 2 Correlations between WADD score with information search
index and number of fixations for each level of decision time

Search index Number of Fixations

Decreasing
time

Increasing
time

Decreasing
time

Increasing
time

18 s 0.46** 0.38** 0.30* 0.22

15 s 0.31* 0.51** 0.03 0.24

12 s 0.42** 0.37** 0.09 0.11

9 s 0.30* 0.40** 0.10 0.01

6 s 0.19 0.30* 0.29* 0.24

3 s 0.25* 0.51** 0.28* 0.05

No TP 0.29* 0.30* −0.07 −0.08

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01
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differences due to working memory group or time pressure
order, p > 0.05. Although one might anticipate more fixations
associated with WADD strategy use, these correlations were

modest when present (Table 2), and no consistent pattern be-
tween WADD use and average number of fixations emerged.

For fixation duration, a significant time × condition inter-
action was present, F(5, 121) = 2.43, p < 0.05, η2p = 0.02. The
decreasing time condition had slightly longer durations in the
liberal time constraints and dropped off at the strictest time
constraints, whereas the increasing time condition resulted in
similar durations regardless of the amount of time allotted.
The main effect of time was statistically significant, F(5,
121) = 3.02, p < 0.05, η2p = 0.02. No other main effects or
interactions were significant. The baseline block did not yield
a significant difference between working memory groups or
order, ps > 0.05. No correlations were observed between
WADD strategy use and average fixation duration.

In sum, the attentional processing variables fixations and
duration revealed minimal or no differences between WM
groups despite the fact that choice behavior and search indices
mattered in the increasing time condition.

Attention variables and choice Lastly, we examined whether
attentional processing variables predicted choice behavior. For
each level of time, we computed a step-wise regression by first
inputting fixations, durations, and cells accessed (i.e., propor-
tion of cells within the 12-cell matrix examined) and then
entered search pattern index to determine whether the basic
attention (step 1) and attention search (step 2) accounted for
greater WADD strategy as measured with our WADD score.

Table 3 reveals the results of the regressions. As noted in
the table, overall the attention variables contributed to signif-
icantly predict choice, albeit, the best predictor was cells
accessed, which is consistent with the increased information
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Fig. 4 a. Mean (standard error) number of fixations by decision time and
condition per working memory group. b. Mean (standard error) fixation
duration (ms) by decision time and condition per working memory group

Table 3 Step-wise regressions: model and β values for attention variables (fixations, durations, and cells accessed) (step 1) and search pattern index
(step 2) to predict WADD score per level of time

Models and variables Time

Step 1 18 s 15 s 12 s 9 s 6 s 3 s

Cells accessed 0.430** 0.551** 0.483** 0.469** 0.367** 0.195

Fixations 0.050 −0.033 −2.00 −0.072 0.281* 0.121

Durations 0.003 0.182 −0.055 0.264 0.418** 0.168

F 10.809** 8.679** 2.566** 3.340* 7.837** 2.367

R2 0.206 0.172 0.162 0.074 0.158 0.054

Step 2

Cells accessed 0.288* 0.377** 0.256 0.280 0.278 −0.006
Fixations 0.090 −0.014 −0.238 −0.097 0.268* 0.153

Durations −0.012 0.153 −0.133 0.198 0.294 0.017

Search index 0.309** 0.266** 0.273** 0.325** 0.154 0.379**

F 12.484** 8.870** 8.259** 5.733** 6.572** 6.433**

R2 0.287 0.222 0.210 0.156 0.175 0.172

Δ R2 0.081** 0.050** 0.049** 0.082** 0.017 0.118**

Standardized β values indicated: **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, p < 0.10
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required for utilizing a WADD strategy. Step 2 models re-
vealed that search index, which is information processing in
a row or column fashion within the table matrix, predicted
choice above and beyond cells accessed. Thus, we see evi-
dence of both attention and information processing impacting
strategy use.

Discussion

As anticipated, time constraints impacted how individuals ac-
quire information and utilize strategies, with a tendency for
less complex strategy use during the most restrictive condi-
tions (Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008). However, some individ-
uals were able to maintain consistent WADD strategy use
even during more severe time restrictions, which aligns with
prior work (Glöckner & Betsch, 2008). We found conver-
gence between information search and strategy use, especially
for individuals who maintained consistent WADD strategy
use despite the levels of time pressure. The application of
decision time affected strategy use whereby a shift from a
simple to a more complex strategy was observed when more
time was allowed. Differences in both choice behavior and
information search emerged between WM groups in the in-
creasing time condition. As such, lower WM individuals ap-
peared to persist with a LEX strategy longer and engage in a
column-wise search pattern more often than those with higher
WM. This is consistent with work where individual differ-
ences in WM emerge when pressure is lessened or no stressor
is present (Beilock & Carr, 2005; Engle, 2002). However, past
research has not systematically examined how the application
of the stressor (increasing or decreasing time in an incremental
manner) affects choice, information search, and strategy use.

Interestingly, with regards to strategy use and information
search, decreasing time had the same effect for all participants,
irrespective of working memory. In this condition, we ob-
served that when allowed enough time, most individuals, in-
cluding those with lower WM will use a WADD strategy.
These results indicate that perhaps gradually introducing indi-
viduals to more severe stressors will enable them to persist in
using a complex strategy in spite of the stressor demands on
attentional processing.

We found that the attentional processing variables (fixa-
tions and duration) revealed minimal or no differences be-
tween WM groups. Thus, it would appear that attentional pro-
cessing was not the driving factor between differences in WM
to strategy use and choice behavior. As such, the possibility
that individuals with lower WM are less able than high WM
individuals to acquire the information is ruled out. We did
observe differences in search patterns and choices when deci-
sion time increased and lowWM individuals did not transition
to using complex strategies to the same degree as the high
WM individuals.

We might attribute this absence of large differences in at-
tentional and information processing between working mem-
ory groups to the use of binary cues in our task. Specifically,
simpler binary cues might not have placed enough demands
on working memory above and beyond the time demands
associated with the task. The simpler cues may have contrib-
uted to neutralizing the typical advantage for higher WM in-
dividuals. By imposing more cognitive demands in the deci-
sion task, such as using more complex cues or by varying
categorical information, differences in working memory are
more likely to emerge if they exist at the attentional processing
level.

This research built upon and extended prior work demon-
strating how deliberate information processing, attention, and
strategy use can be better understood through the lenses of
individual differences and gradations in applications of time
pressure.

Conclusions

Perhaps in situations that require making decisions under time
restrictions, one can influence performance by being sensitive
to working memory and, potentially, by allowing an acclima-
tion period to adapt to stringent task time through progressive
decreases in time. An acclimation period may serve to allow
some individuals to engage in complex strategies even under
severe time constraints, where these individuals would not
otherwise be able to engage in the strategies had an acclima-
tion period not been provided.
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